
Lecture 17: 
New Building Forms of 

Maillart & Isler

THEMES
Discipline (necessary) and Play (still possible)
Maillart’s discipline applied to building forms
  and the play it creates
  column capitals, two-way floors, unique truss systems
  for roofs (Chiasso), thin shells (cement hall)
High stakes discipline and play, Isler’s thin shells
  Pneumatic shells, experimental discipine, 
  Free-form funicular shapes, ice shells







Heinz Isler (1926-2009)







Kresge Auditorium (1955)                                                       49 m span
Eero Saarinen, architect                                      M.I.T, Cambridge, MA





St. Gallen Gasholder (1902)                                             40 m diameter
Robert Maillart                                                                      Switzerland



City design

Maillart design



St. Gallen Concert Hall (1906)                                       
Robert Maillart                                                                      Switzerland



Original Design Maillart Design



one way slab



St. Gallen Warehouse (1908)                                       
Robert Maillart                                                                      Switzerland







Zurich Warerhouse (1910)                                            
Robert Maillart                                                                      Switzerland

1908



Two Way Load Distribution























Nervi Maillart













Magazzini Generali (1924)                                                     25 m span
Robert Maillart                                                       Chiasso, Switzerland





















Cement Hall (1939)                                                                6 cm thick
Robert Maillart                                                         Zurich, Switzerland





























Cosmic Ray Lab (1951)                         
Felix Candela                                                                        Mexico City





Torroja’s Lab

Pierre Lardy



Heinz Isler (1926-2009) 









Eschmann Company Building (1958)                                       
Heinz Isler                                                                             Switzerland











Wyss Garden Center (1961)                                       
Heinz Isler                                                                             Switzerland



Kilcher Co. Building (1965)                            26 m span, 8-10 cm thick
Heinz Isler                                                                             Switzerland











Tension

Compression







Grötzingen Theater (1977)                                       
Heinz Isler                                                                             Switzerland



Grötzingen Theater (1977)                                       
Heinz Isler                                                                             Switzerland





Deitingen Service Station (1968)                                       
Heinz Isler                                                                             Switzerland



Sicli Co. Building (1970)                                       
Heinz Isler                                                                             Switzerland















Heimberg Tennis Center (1973)                                     
Heinz Isler                                                                             Switzerland



























Heinz Isler Christian Menn









shallow truncated cone. Turner never intended the term mush-

room to refer to the small column capital. The Engineering News

drawing was also published in 1906 in Turner’s discussion to

John Sewell’s article in the ASCE Transactions !Sewell 1906".
The same drawing also appeared in Homer Reid’s book !Reid
1907" as well as in the 1908 edition of Turneaure and Maurer’s
widely used textbook !Turneaure and Maurer 1908". In his dis-
cussion of Sewell’s 1906 paper, Turner takes blunt exception to

Sewell’s statement: ‘‘No extensive system of reinforced concrete

floors can be economically designed, however, without the use,

either of rolled steel beams or else of reinforced concrete ribs,

forming, together with a portion of the floor slab in each case,

what is practically a T-beam.’’ Sewell’s statement and Turner’s

sharp criticism are indicative of Turner’s relationship with the

structural engineering establishment throughout his career.

C. A. P. Turner described his first flat-slab building, the

Johnson-Bovey building in Minneapolis, in the October 4, 1906

issue of Engineering News !Turner 1906". The building had five

stories, typical bays of 16 ft. 6 in.!14 ft. 10 in. and a 7 1/2 in.
thick flat-slab floor. The flat slab flexural reinforcement consisted

of 17
3
8 in. bars in each of the four belts. More importantly, the

mushroom head, which provided shear reinforcement, was prob-

ably very similar to that shown in Fig. 6, consisting of large

diameter radial and circumferential bars. Turner recounted that:

‘‘In applying for a permit for this building, the building depart-

ment refused to grant one, except for an experimental building, it

being agreed and understood between the owner, the engineer and

the contractor that the construction should stand a test load of 700

lb./ft.2 of floor, with a maximum deflection of 5/8 of an inch in the

center of the slab.’’ When the test load was applied, ‘‘the elastic

deflection was a scant quarter of an inch.’’ The Engineering News

article contains two images: one in the construction phase with

the reinforcement shown and another of the underside of the fin-

ished flat slab. Turner used octagonal columns with capitals

formed using the cast-iron forms shown in Fig. 7. The capital

forms were elegantly adaptable to a range of column sizes and

Fig. 6. C. A. P. Turner’s ‘‘Mushroom’’ flat-slab concept !Turner
1905b"

Fig. 7. C. A. P. Turner, ‘‘Cast-iron forms for column capitals’’

!Turner 1909a"
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Flat Slab System of C.A.P. Turner (1905)






